蹙與髃 包山簡 10: “鄭戡上連爨（敖）之還至（集）燕（廖）族Documents are in Chinese. The text is a page from a book. The page contains several paragraphs of text, likely from an ancient Chinese text. The text is written in traditional Chinese characters and appears to be a part of a larger work, possibly a classic text or a historical document. The page is well-organized, with paragraphs clearly separated. The text is presented in a readable format, with each paragraph starting on a new line. The characters are printed in black ink on a white background, typical of printed books from a historical context. The page does not contain any images, tables, or other visual elements. The text is written in a formal, literary style, which is common in classical Chinese literature. The content is likely to be of cultural or historical significance, possibly discussing historical events, philosophical ideas, or literary works.